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ABSTRACT: Metaphor is not merely word play or ornaments for daily speech. It allows abstract 
concepts to be understood by comparing them with familiar ideas and objects. While metaphor usage 
continues to be relevant in architecture, a review of its developments in cognitive linguistics could 
provide an alternative interpretation of metaphoric processes in design. In particular, this investigation 
aims to explore the possible application of cross-domain mapping based on Lakoff’s Conceptual 
Metaphor Theory in design. By integrating Antoniades’ metaphor theory in architecture with cross-
domain mapping, a hybrid approach of comparative cross-domain mapping was devised. The final 
evaluation of comparative cross-domain mapping based on analyses and experiments suggest that 
cognitive clarity of the proposed hybrid approach holds opportunities as a conceptual tool in analysing 
abstract concepts and in the generation of parametric designs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Metaphor is not merely word play or ornaments for daily speech. Our relationship to the world and basic cognitive 
processes underlying the production of meaning are essentially metaphoric (Lakoff & Johnson 1980:6). More than 
two millennia ago, Aristotle (1952:1410) had remarked, “midway between the unintelligible and the commonplace, it 
is metaphor which most produces knowledge.” Goethe's memorable expression of “I call architecture frozen music” 
captures our imagination through metaphor. The use of metaphor in daily language such as time is money or running 
out of time illustrates that abstract concepts can be expressed metaphorically (Lakoff & Johnson 1980:6). In a key 
work within the field of cognitive linguistics, conceptual metaphor or cognitive metaphor was first comprehensively 
discussed in Metaphors We Live By (Lakoff & Johnson 1980). The central argument of the work posits that 
conceptual metaphor not only shapes our communication, but also influences the way we think and act (Lakoff & 
Johnson 1980:6). The implication of Lakoff’s argument is that metaphors are not merely embellishment in language, 
rhetoric, or poetry, but rather, the capacity to use metaphors in expressing concepts is a fundamental aspect of 
human cognition (Hashemian 2006:43).  

Richards in The Philosophy of Rhetoric (1936), defines metaphor as consisting of two parts: the tenor and vehicle. 
Consider the following passage from Shakespeare’s As you Like It: 

All the world's a stage, 
And all the men and women merely players; 
They have their exits and their entrances (Shakespeare 2005: 2.7); 
 

In this example, the world is the tenor and the stage is the vehicle where the abstract concept of the world is 
expressed in terms of the attributes of the stage. The metaphoric ground of both world and stage is expressed in the 
third line: “They have their exits and their entrances”. Corresponding terms to tenor and vehicle are target and source 
in Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff 1993). In this theory, also known as Cognitive Metaphor Theory, metaphors 
are described as having the ability to link two different conceptual domains, the source domain and the target domain 
(see Fig. 1).  

 

Figure 1 : Cross-domain mapping in Conceptual Metaphor Theory 

The source domain, analogous to the vehicle in Richards’ definition, consists of metaphoric attributes made up by 
literal entities and descriptions. The target domain, similar to tenor in rhetoric, tends to be abstract and maps its 
structure from the source domain; hence the definition of “a cross-domain mapping in the conceptual system” in 
Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff 1993:203). The passage from All the world’s a stage would be read as LIFE IS 
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THEATRE in Conceptual Metaphor Theory when Shakespeare’s metaphoric expressions are reorganised as cross-
domain mapping between target domain and source domain (see Fig. 1).   
 
Research in metaphors has been actively carried out in software and interface design, communication, problem 
framing and branding (Hey 2007:4). Common metaphors used in Microsoft Windows such as desktop, file folders and 
windows structure our daily experience and interaction with computers (Hey 2007:2). Successful internet interface 
designs are gauged by the aptness of the metaphoric translation in terms of organising, function and visual impact 
(Rosenfeld 2006). With the development of metaphor from rhetoric to cognitive linguistics, the latent potential of using 
conceptual metaphor in design analysis and reification deserves further exploration. The paper in the subsequent 
sections shall specifically focus on the possible use of cross-domain mapping in the analysis of metaphor in 
architectural theory and contemporary designs. In the final part of the paper, evaluation of cross-domain mapping as 
an alternative tool in generating parametric designs will demonstrated though three experiments.  
 
1. METAPHOR IN ARCHITECTURE 

1.1 Proponents of metaphor in design education 

Sociologist Maasen succinctly explains the generative function of metaphor:  
 

...the open-textured quality of a metaphor is not uncertainty or imprecision, but another way to invite the listener to 
engage in the search for new and different meaning (2000:199-244).                                                                                     

Contemporary advocates of metaphoric thinking (Ortony, Schon, Lakoff and Johnson) have influenced researchers in 
various fields to re-examine use of metaphor as an alternative approach in generating new solutions. In particular, 
Schon (1993), who was an influential figure in developing the theory and practice of reflective professional learning 
coined a new social concept through his idea of generative metaphors. “Generative metaphors, can frame situations, 
create understanding beyond mere description, and can guide or shape particular actions and activities” (1993:137). 
Schon believed that metaphoric expressions, usually implicit and even semi-conscious can influence subsequent 
actions directly. Although originally intended as a social theory, the implications of metaphors on design and 
education can be profound. In the problem-setting of the design situation by a design team for instance, Schon 
(1993:147) demonstrates that by framing a slum as a natural community instead of a blighted area, the urban design 
solution immediately becomes clear. 

The influence of the generative function of metaphors in the design process can be seen in architecture. For 
instance, from Modernism’s conviction of form follows function to Minimalism’s less is more approach, these 
architectural dictums have become synonymous with the Modern Movement (Colquhoun 2002). A literature review 
shows the use of metaphor in architecture has been recorded as early as in the Renaissance, where Leon-Battista 
Alberti proposed a house is city metaphor in his discussion of the origin of building (Antoniades1992:29). However, 
except for a few studies by Casakin and Coyne, metaphorical thinking was not empirically investigated in design 
(Casakin 2007:5). It is observed that more research should be conducted on the potential contribution of this 
“cognitive strategy to design problem solving and design practice in general, and to design creativity and design 
education in particular”(Casakin 2007:5). Casakin’s observation echoed Antoniades' view where the latter had 
explicitly commented on the immense potential of metaphors for both architects and architectural educators in 
Poetics of Architecture (Antoniades 1992:30). The research study conducted by Casakin on sixty-five architectural 
students in the use of metaphors such as the city as a bazaar of knowledge came to suggest that the most important 
role that metaphors play in design problem solving is to support the design of innovative products (2007:11). In the 
same study, Casakin (2007:12) noted that analytical and conceptual skills are prerequisite for a successful use of 
metaphor as a strategy for innovation.  
 
1.2 Cross-domain mapping of Antoniades' theory of metaphor in architecture 

In Poetics of Architecture: Theory of Design, Antoniades (1992:30) distinguishes metaphors in three broad 
categories: intangible, tangible and combined. The intangible metaphor is an abstract idea whilst the tangible 
metaphor is a visual or material representation. Antoniades gives an example of the use of tangible metaphor with 
Hans Scharoun’s German Maritime museum in Bremerhaven. The form of the museum was described by Antoniades 
as “a literal interpretation of the visual characteristics of a battleship”(1992:36). A close examination of tangible 
metaphor suggests that its overt nature is analogous to simile in prose. A simile can be defined as an explicit 
comparison between two different things, using the words as or like (Oxford: 309). In the case of the German 
Maritime Museum, in Antoniades’ view, would be museum as battleship when expressed as a simile. In some 
instances, some would argue that a simile is actually a specific type of metaphor (Kelly 2005: 377). Based on Kelly’s 
definition, the comparative particle of as in a simile will be adopted in the structure of tangible metaphor cross-domain 
mapping. Visual characteristics of the German Maritime Museum that resembled a ship are mapped across target 
and source domains as a study of tangible attributes in the implied MUSEUM AS BATTLESHIP metaphor (see Fig. 
1.2.1).  

Antoniades’ (1992:36) main criticism of the German Maritime Museum was mainly on Scharoun’s literal use of 
metaphor. Conversely, if the German Maritime Museum were to be redesigned using a hypothetical intangible 
metaphor (see Fig. 1.2.2), translating abstract attributes such as fearlessness, perfection, tension and off-balance 
would be difficult. Antoniades believes that relying solely on either tangible metaphors or intangible metaphors is not 
ideal and introduces a third category of architectural metaphor: the combined metaphor. Antoniades (1992:30) 
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defines the combined metaphor as “those in which the conceptual and the visual overlap” or literally the combination 
of both tangible and intangible metaphors. Again utilising cross-domain mapping, the source domain of the MUSEUM 
IS BATTLESHIP metaphor is combined with the target domain of MUSEUM AS BATTLESHIP metaphor. A series of 
ambiguous cross-domain associations is generated as a result: profile is fearlessness, structure is perfection, window 
is tension and symbol is off balance. 

   
Figure 1.2.1 : Tangible metaphor 
cross-domain mapping  

Figure 1.2.2 : Hypothetical 
Intangible metaphor cross-domain 
mapping  

Figure 1.2.3 Combined metaphor 
(Comparative) cross-domain 
mapping 

 
As observed by Maasen, the open-textured quality of a metaphor allows the search for new and different meaning. 
The ambiguity and open-ended nature of the cross-domain associations generated from combining tangible and 
intangible metaphors suggests a concurrence with Antoniades’ (1992:31) claims of the “absence of literality” and 
“presence of existential virtues” in a combined metaphor. It should be noted that with a further distinction of the target 
domain as tangible and source domain as intangible in the cross-mapping of combined metaphor, the underlying 
conceptual metaphor can be expressed as TANGIBLE IS INTANGIBLE (see Fig. 1.2.3). Based on the integration of 
Lakoff’s conceptual metaphor and Antoniades’ combined metaphor approach, the association that involves the 
comparison of a tangible metaphor cross-domain mapping with an intangible metaphor cross-domain mapping will be 
defined as comparative cross-domain mapping in this research (see Fig. 1.2.1, Fig. 1.2.2 and Fig. 1.2.3). 

2.  COMPARATIVE CROSS-DOMAIN MAPPING IN ANALYSIS  

 2.1 Analysis of digital architecture metaphor 

The potential of parametric software in modelling non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS) surfaces are inspiring 
many architects and designers to design free form structures. The emergence of fabrication tools such as rapid-
prototyping and computer numerical control (CNC) milling machines has thus resulted in architectural exploration that 
seemingly rejects the notion of structural technology, continuity and morphology (Ali & Brebbia 2006:30). Digital 
architecture in its definition is ambiguous and paradoxical. In Digital Materiality in Architecture, Fabio Gramazio  
defines the process of digital architecture. 

Digital materiality evolves through the interplay between digital and material processes in design and construction. The 
synthesis of two seemingly distinct worlds - the digital and the material - generates new, self-evident realities (Gramazio 
2008:7). 

However, when distinction is made between the tangible and intangible aspects of the digital architecture metaphor 
through comparative cross-domain mapping, physical processes and virtuality become relative realities (see Fig. 2.1). 
John Frazer commented “computers induce a false sense of having optimised a design which may be fundamentally 
ill conceived” (1995). This is essentially a critic of digital architecture perceived in the light of a tangible metaphor. 
Greg Lynn, an early proponent of digital architecture on the other hand, pointed out that “...architecture, more than 
any other discipline, is involved with the production of virtual descriptions” (1999:10). In this instance, Lynn's remark 
was based on the view of digital architecture as an intangible metaphor. Virtual descriptions of architecture should not 
be confined to mere scripting and mechanics of production or pure virtual imaginations as such approaches restrict 
full understanding of digital materiality in architecture; with a comparative cross-domain mapping, multiple readings of 
the digital architecture metaphor is generated via the cognitive act of comparison between specific tangible and 
intangible domain attributes (see Fig. 2.1). For instance, when the intangible attribute of virtual phenomenon is 
explored in relation to a tangible attribute such as CNC milling, new conceptual strategies can be generated. 

 

Figure 2.1 : Comparative cross-domain mapping of digital architecture metaphor 

2.2 Analysis of contemporary design works 

Adopting comparative cross-domain mapping as an analytical tool, three contemporary designs of conceptual interest 
were examined. The designs were selected based on the impression of their visual association with the digital 
architecture metaphor (see Fig. 2.2.1).  
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Source: (Seed Cathedral 2010)        Source: (Blister wall 2009)  
                        

  

                          

Figure 2.2.2 : Seed Cathedral by 
Heatherwick Studio 

Figure 2.2.3 : Quasicabinet by 
Aranda/Lasch 

Figure 2.2.4 : Blister wall by 
Marjan Colletti 

 
 

Figure 2.2.5 : Comparative cross-domain mapping of three design concepts 

The three projects selected were Heatherwick Studio's Seed Cathedral from the Shanghai Exposition, Aranda and 
Lasch’s Quasi Cabinet and Marjan Colletti’s Blister wall. Salient tangible and intangible attributes of each design 
project were organized in the comparative domains (see Fig. 2.2.5). The attributes of envelope, scripting and CNC 
milling were classified under comparative tangible domain. The swaying grass attribute of Seed Cathedral and Quasi 
Cabinet’s sunken quasi-crystalline formation were classified under comparative intangible domain. The intangible 
attributes of swaying grass and crystallization suggest allusions to processes in nature. The blistering attribute, in 
particular, when compared to the intangible attributes of swaying grass and crystallization, suggests natural 
processes that are repulsive yet necessary. Although the intangible domain was thought to be DIGITAL initially, a 
close comparison of attributes within the same domain pointed towards POETRY. The processes of nature, through 
swaying, crystallization and blistering, are essentially poetry in action. Hence, the common conceptual metaphor for 
these three recent projects can be summarised as DESIGN IS POETRY. 

The use of comparative cross-domain mapping in the analysis of metaphor in architectural theory and contemporary 
designs has useful implications in the understanding of tangible and intangible aspects of abstract design concepts 
as suggested by the examples above. However, it needs to be highlighted that both Antoniades (1992:39) and 
Casakin recognised that design maturity is essential in using metaphor as analytical tool. Casakin (2007:11) noted 
that novice students lacked the necessary analytical skills to critically assess design situations. Therefore, 
consideration in the level of experience is essential in introducing comparative cross-domain mapping as an 
analytical tool in design. 

3.  COMPARATIVE CROSS-DOMAIN MAPPING IN PARAMETRIC DESIGN GENERATION 

In architecture, means of generating designs are becoming more sophisticated. Traditionally, the use of computers in 
architecture focused on visualisation and documentation. However, the use of parametric tools is increasingly moving 
towards design exploration and experimentation (Krause 2003:1). One of these areas of exploration is generative 
design. Generative design describes a design method in art, architecture, communication design and product design 
where a series of output is generated by a set of rules or computational code (Bohnacker 2009:5). The use of 
scripting software such as Grasshopper is an example of generative design applied in architectural context. As 
opposed to a scripted or coded generative design, the aim of the following experiments was to explore the possibility 
of using comparative cross-domain mapping as cognitive rules in the generation of parametric designs. The 
methodology of generating parametric design derivatives or options will be demonstrated with three experiments. All 
documented experiments made use of Rhinoceros parametric software with the last making use of Panelling Tools 
plug-in. Pen and paper sketches were not allowed in all three experiments. Conceptualisation took place within the 
computing environment and made use of derivative steps to document design outputs within the generative process.  

In the first experiment (see Fig. 3.1), a student was tasked to generate a series of objects starting from a sphere. 
With no design metaphor specified, the student was expected to model twenty objects within two hours. The resultant 
series of objects derived in this experiment was interesting as a post-experiment interview with the student revealed 
that associative imageries was used in development of the objects. These imageries were largely inspired by the 
visual suggestion of objects that had already been derived. The visual suggestions used include snowman, old man, 
walking stick, umbrella, and jellyfish. In the description by the student, the snowman was like a ball while the jellyfish 
was inspired by the umbrella. The use of imageries and terms such as like suggest the student had subconsciously 
employed the use of tangible metaphors in this experiment. Incoherence and repetition appeared in the last 
derivation when visual association of the previous derivation had become too abstract for interpretation as tangible 
metaphor. The outcome of this experiment suggests that cognitively, in the absence of pen and paper, the student 

Source: (Quasicabinet 2009) 
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had unintentionally relied on visually tangible metaphors that were familiar to generate eighteen out of the required 
twenty derivations. The underlying tangible metaphor may be expressed as DERIVATION IS VISUAL 
ASSOCIATION. 

 

Figure 3.1 : Generative parametric design with no given metaphor 

In the second experiment, comparative cross-domain mapping of a memorable chair design metaphor was defined. A 
chair that evoked memories was the initial design intention. The author's favorite childhood objects were listed with a 
final selection of the teddy bear. A keyword Google search of teddy bear chair indicated the predominant influence of 
a tangible bear metaphor in the chair designs. Conversely, very few teddy chairs displaying intangible characteristics 
of bears were observed. Hence, by using comparative cross-domain mapping, the experiment aimed to explore the 
combined generative effects of a TEDDY-CHAIR IS MEMORY metaphor. 

 

Figure 3.2 : Comparative cross-domain mapping of memorable chair metaphor 

Based on the comparative cross-domain mapping drawn up before the start of the parametric modelling, tangible and 
intangible attributes of the TEDDY-CHAIR IS MEMORY metaphor were compared (see Fig. 3.2). In the Rhinoceros 
parametric software where curves are required in lofting objects, the tangible attribute of teddy profile was combined 
with intangible attributes of soft, cozy and thick in the generative design process. Two different teddy profiles were 
used to increase opportunities of diversity in the design process (see Fig. 3.3). It must be noted that the two teddy 
profiles had been the main geometry used in combination with random curve splines for generating forms in this 
experiment. The consideration of tangible attributes of backing and seating set in only from fourth derivation onwards. 
The resultant derivations at the end of the experiment strongly suggest that the use of comparative cross-domain 
mapping had exerted a considerable impact on the design generation process. Each derivation step based on the 
teddy profile evolved speculatively towards the intangible attributes of soft, cozy and thick. The intangible attributes of 
soft, cozy and thick became the conceptual measure in determining overall performance of each completed 
derivation while the teddy profiles function as a constant geometric input for the parametric modelling process in a 
non pen-and-paper environment (see Fig. 3.3).   
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Figure 3.3 : Generative parametric design of memorable chair metaphor 

In the third experiment, comparative cross-domain mapping of a SHELF IS GROWTH metaphor was defined before 
the start of the parametric modelling process (see Fig. 3.4). In this experiment, tangible attributes of round and 
square tubes (see Fig. 3.5) were used as basic inputs in the Paneling Tools plug-in for Rhinoceros software. Various 
tangible parametric operations within panelling grid and grid utility of the Paneling Tools plug-in were experimented 
with an objective of having derivations that displayed intangible growth attributes of smooth, uneven and intelligent. 

 

Figure 3.4 : Comparative cross-domain mapping of growing shelf metaphor 

 

Figure 3.5 : Generative parametric design of growing shelf metaphor 
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Compared to the first experiment where the generative process was driven solely by cognitive visual association, the 
use of comparative cross-domain mapping in the second and third experiment allowed prior selection of tangible 
parametric tools deemed suitable in facilitating the production of mapped intangible attributes. The pre-selection of 
parametric tools before the actual generative modelling process assumes basic software familiarity of the designer. 
Where software skills are elementary, the parametric tools selection will be limited to commands that are familiar. On 
a more advanced level, where there is expert knowledge in the software, the classification of parametric tools as part 
of the comparative cross-domain mapping allowed the perception of specific parametric operations as metaphors 
rather than mere computer modelling commands. In the last experiment, the tangible domain with its parametric 
attributes of tubes, panelling grid and grid utility were generated based their association with the intangible domain's 
attributes of cells, tissue and mutation. Combining the tangible attributes of tubes, panelling grid and grid utility with 
intangible attributes of smooth, even and intelligent, the parametrically generated designs of the SHELF IS GROWTH 
metaphor can be seen in the rendered illustration above (see Fig. 3.5). 

CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, this paper demonstrates the possible applications of metaphor in design analysis and generative 
parametric design through comparative cross-domain mapping. In the first part of the paper, an attempt was made to 
distinguish between metaphor used in rhetoric, cognitive linguistics and architectural theory. A literature review 
indicates the use of metaphor in architecture began as early as in the Renaissance. Despite its wide use in 
architecture, the use of metaphor lacked empirical investigation in design (Casakin 2007: 5). Using Conceptual 
Metaphor Theory to analyse Antoniades’ theory of architectural metaphors, concepts of tangible, intangible and 
combined metaphors were explained through cross-domain mappings. The abstract notion of combined metaphor 
was illustrated using an example of MUSEUM IS BATTLESHIP metaphor through cross-domain mapping. 
Associations generated from both tangible and intangible domains of MUSEUM IS BATTLESHIP metaphor such as - 
profile is fearlessness and structure is perfection - reflects the open-textured quality of metaphor and its ability to 
generate new meanings. Based on Lakoff’s conceptual metaphor and Antoniades’ combined metaphor, a hybrid 
approach of integrating tangible metaphor cross-domain mapping with intangible metaphor cross-domain mapping 
was devised and defined as comparative cross-domain mapping. In the second part of the paper, comparative cross-
domain mappings were used in the analysis of the digital architecture metaphor and selected contemporary designs. 
Comparative cross-domain mapping when used in analysis of the selected contemporary designs provided cognitive 
clarity in understanding the tangible and intangible aspects of the various abstract conceptual approaches. 

In the last part of the paper, three experiments were conducted to test the use of comparative cross-domain mapping 
as a cognitive rule in generative parametric design. In the first experiment, where no metaphor was specified, 
derivative design outputs generated displayed strong visual associations. The outcome of the first experiment 
suggests that in the absence of conceptual metaphor and sketching aids, an underlying tangible metaphor was relied 
on to generate designs. In the second experiment, where comparative cross-domain mapping of the design metaphor 
was clearly defined, considerable impact on the generative design process was observed. Each derivation step in the 
second experiment evolved speculatively towards the intangible attributes listed in the cross-domain mapping. These 
intangible attributes of the design metaphor became a measure in the form-generation of each derivative step while 
the tangible attributes served as parametric inputs. In the last experiment, where a design metaphor is again 
employed and mapped before the actual generative process, results achieved were similar to the second experiment. 
Compared to the first experiment where the generative process was unintentionally driven by a tangible metaphor, 
the use of design metaphors in the second and third experiment allowed prior selection of tangible parametric tools 
that were compatible with the intangible attributes. The pre-selection of parametric tools before the actual parametric 
generative process assumes basic software familiarity of the designer. Where software skills are elementary, the 
parametric tools selection will be limited to commands that are familiar. The use of comparative cross-domain 
mapping with its differentiation of tangible and intangible domains as demonstrated in the last two experiments offers 
an alternate opportunity for students and designers keen on exploring a non-scripted approach in generating 
parametric design solutions.  

Comparative cross-domain mapping, as a conceptual tool, developed from Lakoff’s Conceptual Metaphor Theory and 
Antoniades’ theory of metaphor in architecture, offers opportunities to analyse abstract concepts and generate 
parametric designs. Although the scope of the experiments has been limited to parametric design generation, future 
investigations will be extended to other design mediums.  
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